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Abstract
Kasi, Krishna. M.Arch. The University of Memphis.
December 2011. Title of Thesis: Biomimicry: Integration of
Dynamic Thermal Regulation in Human Habitation. Major
Professor: Sherry Bryan, M. Arch.
The purpose of this thesis is to explore how nature
could inform thermal regulation in buildings, and determine
its architectural implications. Student housing, a major consumer of energy due to its density, was selected as a project scenario. The temperate climate of the project location
posed additional challenges with its seasonal variation from
hot-humid summers to cold winters. Nature recommends a
dynamic response to a dynamic problem.
Termite mounds became the inspiration because of
their exceptional climate control. Dynamic response of the
systems came from two different types of termite mounds,
one closed and another open. Combining the two resulted
in dealing with multiple mechanisms.
These multiple mechanisms enriched the building
with diverse materials and elements that helped address
the monotony typical of a modular arrangement. This project also deals with transformation of those mechanisms into
value-added elements.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

The energy crisis of today is nothing new. The en-

issue. Our current established sustainability principles in
architecture aim at reducing the energy content of a devel-

ergy crisis of 1973 challenged the unabated rise in energy

opment. Unfortunately, where we are is only the first step

consumption in even the most advanced economies. More

to where we need to be to survive as mankind. It is also a

than a quarter century later, the growth in consumption levels

full circle from where we were a few decades ago when we

negate any strides made towards energy efficiency.(Behling,

used to build energy efficient buildings without the need for

Behling, & Schindler, 1996, p. 12).

active heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC).

There is strong pressure to find alternative resources

Fortunately, there are ‘veteran’ living beings all

to fuel our consumption but little efforts made towards reduc-

around us that have lived for millions of years before homo-

ing consumption. Forty percent of all energy comsumption

sapiens began to walk on the earth. Although, our actions

worldwide is caused by building industry. (The Dow Chemical

reflect our disregard for aboriginal tribes as ignorant and

Company, 2010, p. 39). The building industry in the United

uncivilized groups of people, and all other living beings as

States, specifically, accounts for abut 48% of energy con-

inferior in the animal kingdom, we cannot deny the fact that

sumption in the country (Figure 1).

they have been around much longer with their way of doing
things; nor can we deny that we have so far done a horrible

U. S. Energy Consumption

job for the energy we use, and for occupying the portion of

Buildings

the globe we claim as ours. In comparison, there is so much

Transportation

to learn from the life around us in terms of restrained use of

Industry

energy,

Figure 1.

Energy Consumption of Buildings in USA

Source:

US Energy Information Administration

This massive consumption “symbolises the problematic relationship between architecture and technology” that
is reflective of the industrial age (Behling et al., 1996, p. 21).
As architects, great responsibility lies with us to address the

Biomimicry - Genius of Life
Benyus (2002) observes that our most energyefficient central HVAC is no match for the termite tower’s
steady 86 deg F (Figure 2). Crystallization of super hard
shells over soft-bodied mollusks is an amazing feat we are
only now trying to imitate. Bioluminescent algae combiine

Figure 2.

Architecture of a Termite Mound

Source:
http://www.esf.edu/efb/turner/termite/
mound%20structure.htm#internal
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chemicals together to illuminate their bodies. Hummingbirds

understanding of how nature works, study animal architec-

use very little energy to cross the Gulf of Mexico (pp. 6-7).

ture to learn from what has already been accomplished by

She proposes making Nature as a model by borrow-

fellow living beings, look up other built projects for study and

ing from its collection of patents, making Nature as a mea-

research in this area for what the scientific community has

sure to judge what works, and making Nature as a mentor

accomplished thus far. Strategies learned from such study

to look up to it in new light, not to exploit but to learn from it.

can then be implemented into building projects on hand.

Her book resulted in the emergence of a whole new disci-

Based on the process set out for biomimicry design

pline called biomimicry that seeks sustainable solutions by

by Biomimicry Guild (Figure 3), I came up with a methodol-

emulating nature’s designs and processes.

ogy (Figure 4) that may apply specifically to an architectural

This calls us to explore natural systems for a better

DISTILL/ IDENTIFY
(PROBLEM STATEMENT)

TRANSLATE
(LITERATURE STUDYTHERMAL REGULATION IN NATURE)

project.
DISCOVER/ OBSERVE
(LIFE AND BUILDING CASE STUDIES)

ABSTRACT
(CONCEPT)

EMULATE/ APPLY
(DESIGN)

EVALUATE
(CRITIQUE)

Figure 3.
Source:
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Process of Biomimicry
Biomimicry Guild

Figure 4.
Source:

Thesis Methodology
Author

Distill - Problem Statement

Knowing that I wanted to learn potential ways of deal-

complex, with approximately 500 beds for undergraduate
housing and the remaining for graduate housing. It also

ing with the looming energy crisis through architecture, I

asked for non-residential uses such as a dining hall for 300

began to look for a problem to test the theory of biomimicry.

and 2-3 classrooms.

On contacting the Campus Planning and Design De-

more uses to the program to create a healthy life style for

President for Business and Finance at the Campus Planning

the residents. They included laundry closets on each floor,

and Design said they could use some ideas for the design

Residence Life offices, a multipurpose room, study and

of student housing as a replacement for Richardson Tow-

group lounges, and a game room.

ers (Figures 6 & 7) that is slated for demolition in 2014, and

Scope

Jamison laid out the program requirements.
The program asked for a 750-bed student housing

Richardson
Towers
for Demo

After researching similar projects elsewhere, I added

partment for potential projects, Tony Poteet, Assistant Vice

referred me to their Architecural Designer David Jamison.

Central Avenue

The central focus of this thesis remains determining

Patterson Street

Chapter 2.

Fogelman
College of
Business &
Econ

FedEx Inst
of Tech

PROPOSED SITE

Psychology
Psycholog
Building

Norriswood
Serenity Senior Living

Panhellenic

Figure 6.
Source:

Site Map of Richardson Towers
Author

Figure 7.
Source:

Aerial View of Richardson Towers
Bing Maps

the architectural implications of building technology and devices informed by nature, used to achieve energy efficiency
in student housing. The program itself serves merely as a

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
Undergraduate Housing
500-bed (approximately)

scenario for testing the theories, and is not deemed critical
to this thesis. As a result, the program may be phased and
parts of it deferred for future design and development.

Graduate Housing
250-bed (approximatey)
Dining (300)

Since energy consumption and, consequently, its
conservation can take several forms in a building, this thesis will focus on the most important factor, which is heating

2-3 Classrooms and a Multipurpose Room

Figure 5.
Source:

and cooling needs of the building. The study will, therefore,

Residence Life Offices

explore thermal regulation mechanisms in Nature for inspira-

Study/Group and Game Lounges

tion. Other factors such as daylighting, waste management,

Laundry Closets on Every Floor

etc will be dealt sparingly and in less detail only to contribute

Program Requirements
Campus Planning and other research

to overall integrity of the project.
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Chapter 3.

Translate - Literature Study

Ornithopter
Although Biomimicry is considered a relatively new
concept introduced first in 1997, the roots of it go way back
in time. Some of the early documented examples (Figures 8
& 9) in the modern world as we know it are revealed in the
drawings of Leonardo Da Vinci (circa 1490) trying to emulate
birds to design a flying machine well before the Wright brothers were successful.
Crystal Palace Building
Ribs and struts on the underside of the giant WaterLily of the Amazon that support its massive size (Figure 10)

Figure 8.
Source:

Bird Anatomy Drawings by Da Vinci
http://www.drawingsofleonardo.org/

provided precious clues to Joseph Paxton in designing the
Crystal Palace building (Figure 11), designed as a technological showpiece for the Great Exhibition of 1851 in London,

Figure 10. Underbelly of 6 ft. Giant Water Lily

England. Attenborough (1995) observed that Paxton used

Source:
http://www.designhistorylab.com/students/
peters/?p=412

cast-iron frame components to support “unprecedented
expanse” of massive glass panels inspired by the Water
Lily (as cited in the Biomimicry Institute, 2010, Leaves given
structural support: giant Water Lily). Today’s omnipresent
steel and glass buildings owe much of their conceptual origin
to the Crystal Palace building,

Figure 11. Crystal Palace Building, London, England
Figure 9.
Source:
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Ornithopter Proposed by Da Vinci
Superstock

Source:
http://www.designhistorylab.com/students/
peters/?p=412

Swiss Re Headquarters
As recently as 2004, Swiss Re Headquarters Building (Figure 12) designed by Foster and Partners employed a
radial plan with the outer enclosure that integrates wall and
roof into a “continuous triangulated skin” to allow for column
free space, ventilation and daylighting. The particular form
also greatly helps deal with wind deflection on this towering
building. Architect Norman Foster won the prestigious Stirling
Prize for the design the same year (Foster & Partners, n.d.).
Figure 14. National Stadium, Beijing, China
Source:
http://www.n-s.cn/en/generalinfo/introduction/

The engineering of this building greatly resembles the structure of sea sponges (Figure 13) also known as Venus Flower
Baskets (The Biomimicry Institute, 2010; Swiss Re building).
These primitive inhabitants survived in the ocean for 540
million years at a depth of 120 to 15,000 feet withstanding

Figure 12. Swiss Re Building, London, England
Source:
http://www.fosterandpartners.com/
Projects/1004/Default.aspx

extremely high water pressure. In addtion to the latticework
structure of the sponges, they combine “a range of mechanical construction principles on many size scales, from the
nanometer to the centimeter” (Fratzl, 2005).
Beijing National Stadium also known as Bird’s Nest
The National Stadium in Beijing (Figure 14) built for
the 2008 Summer Olympics by Herzog and DeMeuron,
resembles a “birds nest” (as referred to by designers) in its
aesthetics with the structure doubling as facade. The structural elements weave into each other in a grid-like formation
mutually supporting each other similar to interwoven twigs of
a bird’s nest (Figure 15) (National Stadium website, n.d.).

Figure 13. Sea Sponges or Venus Flower Basket

Figure 15. Close-up of a Weaver Bird’s Nest

Source:
http://lhsvirtualzoo.wikispaces.com/
Venus+Flower+Basket

Source:
http://www.guildfordtravelclub.org.uk/destinations/mauritius/index.htm
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Cold Environment

Warm Environment

of opening and closing vents or pores on the mound to main-

Heat kept in and retained
by the body

Heat loss by convection
and radiation

tain an optimum temperature needed for growth of fungus
they eat. Those mechanisms have been studied in greater
detail in the following chapter (Figures 19-21).

Capillary
loop

Counter current mechanism. It is another common
mechanism repeatedy seen in nature. Fish use it in their gills
to maximize transfer of oxygen from the surrounding water
into their blood. Birds, animals, as well as humans use this
mechanism as a heat exchanger between their incoming
Vein

and outgoing blood vessels to keep their vital organs warm,

Artery

Figure 16. Dynamic Response and Counter Current
Mechanism in Human Skin
Source:
http://www.pgbeautygroomingscience.com/
functions-of-the-dermis.html

Figure 18. Hear Trap in Polar Bear Fur
Source:
http://www.ymag.it/schede.asp?id=1184

guin (Figure 17) or any other bird will die if the cold blood in
their extremities is returned to its heart (Behling et al., 1996,

Thermal Regulation in Nature
The following are recurring concepts used in nature
to deal with thermal regulation:
Dynamic response. Very often, living beings have
a dynamic response system that changes with changing
outside conditions. For instance, blood vessels close to the
human skin surface (Figure 16) constrict in cold environment
to limit blood supply at the surface that is in contact with a
relatively cold outside. When it is warm, on the other hand,
the blood vessels dialate at the skin to facilitate heat loss

6

while the surroundings get very cold. For instance, a pen-

Figure 17. Counter Current Heat Exchange in Penguins

by convection, radiation, and evaporation. Habitats, like life

Source:
http://www2.ville.montreal.qc.ca/biodome/mvc/
sitetexte/index.php?lg=en&section=511adaptespourgrands
froids&lemenu=51

itself, are sometimes very dynamic for the basic survival of
the inhabitants. Termite mounds employ a dynamic system

p. 34). To address this issue, the outgoing blood vessel is
flanked by incoming blood vessels to allow for heat transfer to take place to ensure incoming blood is warm enough
before it returns to the core areas. The same mechanism is
also be seen in human blood vessels (Figure 16).
Heat trap. Many birds and animals resort to trapping
heat externally with the help of their feather or fur. The polar
bear (Figure 18) has a thick black skin underneath its translucent white fur that is heated when exposed to sun. The fur
traps this heated air to form an insulating layer around the
body. This makes it possible for the bear to maintain a body
temperature of 95 degrees Fahrenheit even in an Arctic climate (Behling et al., 1996, p. 34).

Chapter 4.

Discover - Life And Building Case Studies

Termite Mound
Termite Mounds are an appropriate case study for this
project for at least two reasons: (1). Termites are social organisms that live in colonies much like humans do. (2). They
build complex structures (Figure 19) that maintain an optimum temperature within a degree or two to facilitate growth
of fungus that they eat.
They accomplish that partly because of their precise
orientation with the spire’s northward tilt of 19 degrees in Namibia (Figure 19) that protect them from overheating in hot
climates typical of West Aftrica where they are found (Turner,

Figure 19. Termite Mounds in Zimbabwe

Figure 21. Cooling Fins in Termite Cellar of West Africa

2000, pp. 150-153, 158). The architecture of the mounds

Source:
http://inhabitat.com/building-modelled-on-termites-eastgate-centre-in-zimbabwe/

Source:
tects”

BBC Video - “Termites - Life’s Ultimate Archi-

itself plays an important role as the nests are separated from
outer walls by a network of vertical tubes (Behling et al.,
1996, p. 35). Different species of termites have different sys-

Macrotermes michaelseni

Macrotermes subhyalinus

tems of ventilation. For instance, Macrotermes michaelseni
termites (Figure 20) have their mound tubes closed to trap
warm air. They keep the air inside from getting stale by exchange of fresh air through tiny pores on the surface. Macrotermes subhyalinus termites (Figure 20), on the other hand,
have vents on top of their mounds that they open and close
to maintain the required temperature. They cool their nests
by sucking cool air from the basement that is further cooled
by passing through concentric fins of lime deposits that make
up their cellar (Figure 21).

Direction of air movement

Nursery galleries

Fungus combs

Royal cells

Figure 20. Air Movement in Termite Mounds
Source:
http://inhabitat.com/building-modelled-on-termites-eastgate-centre-in-zimbabwe/
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Eastgate Shopping Centre (1996)
Location: Harare, Zimbabwe
Architect: Pearce Partnership
Inspired by the ventilation techniques of termite
mounds, Architect Mick Pearce designed the Eastgate Shopping Centre (Figure 22) as a building with high thermal mass
that is night ventilated. The lower two floors that make the
Figure 22. East Gate Shopping Centre, Zimbabwe

Figure 24. Typical Room Section

shopping center are mechanically conditioned. The remain-

Source:
http://archnet.org/library/images/one-image.
jsp?location_id=3167&image_id=36900

Source:
http://insects.tamu.edu/podcast/pdf/eastgate_
facilities.pdf

ing seven office floors above are cooled during the day by
drawing up air from the central atrium through 32 vertical
supply ducts, and supplied to offices via an underfloor distri-

Solar panel for hot
water heaters

Glass canopy

Heat energy absorbed by chimneys to improves
stack effect

bution system that doubles as thermal mass to cool the air
further (Figure 23).
Air enters a typical office room low on the outside and

Stack effect draws
air from atrium

moves diagonally up to the interior where air is pulled out
North Face
shading provided by deep
overhand and
planting

and exhausted through stack towers (Figure 24).
During the day, air exchange with outside is at a rate
adequate for fresh air supply. This rate increases to seven
air changes per hour during night to purge all the heat
gained during the day.
This strategy of night ventilation is most effective in
areas with high diurnal temperature variation range and
night temperatures below the comfort zone (Brown & DeKay,

Food court

Parking

Shops

Shops

Figure 23. Section Detail Showing Ventilation
Source:
Brown & DeKay, 2001, p. 191
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2001, p. 191).

Council House 2 (2006)
Location: Melbourne, Australia
Architect: Pearce Partnership
solar
collectors

Encouraged by the success of East Gate Shopping
Centre, Architect Mick Pearce set out to design Council
House 2, another termite inspired building in the form of

Wind turbines
and exhaust
plenums
100%
outside
air supply
ducts

offices for the staff of City of Melbourne. Concrete ceilings
instead of floor (as in Eastgate Center) are chosen as the

Vertical
planting

thermal mass for the building, Additionally, chilled water

Thermal
mass in
concrete
slab

pipes running through concrete ceilings help with cooling. In
addition to heat purge at night, “shower towers” help remove

Displacement
airflow

heat from water pipes (another example of counter current

Figure 26. Council House 2, Melbourne, Australia
Source:
http://archinspire.com/home-design/inspiringdesign-in-energy-saving-building.htm

Northern
Sun

mechanism) and provide supplemental cooling for ground
floor and retail (Figure 25). Timber shutters made of recycled

Exhaust
plenum

Perimeter
Zone
(affected
by exterior
conditions)

Shower
towers

wood provide full shade in the summer while allowing ample

Cooling Mode

daylight and views. Wind turbines instead of stack towers
(as in Eastgate Centre) are used to pull air out of the build-

Chilled ceiling
panels

Office

ing (FIgure 26). More effort is put in cooling this building than
heating as it is expected that the internal load of people and
electric equipment generate enough heat (Figure 27). Additional heating is only needed during early hours of winter

Little
Collins
Street

Heating Mode

Urban
Square

Little
Collins
Street

Retail

mornings (Hess, n.d.).
The building is projected to payoff its environmental
features in possibly in five years (Advanced Environmental
Concepts, 2003, p. 27).

Basement
Phase change material
tanks

Figure 25. Section of Council House 2 Building
Source:
http://continuingeducation.construction.com/
article_print.php?L=5&C=385

Figure 27. Heating and Cooling at Perimeter
Source:

City of Melbourne, Australia
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Figure 28. Davies Alpine House
Source:
Kingdom

Wilkinson Eyre Architects, London, United

Figure 29. Above, Cooling Mechanism in Basement Plan
of the Alpine House; Right, Detailed Basement Plan
Source:
Kingdom

Wilkinson Eyre Architects, London, United

Davies Alpine House (2006)
Location: Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, United Kingdom
Architect: Wilkinson Eyre
This glass house at Kew Gardens is built as sustain-

Figure 30. Ventilation in Section
Source:
Kingdom
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Wilkinson Eyre Architects, London, United

The structure is made of two back-to-back arches
(FIgure 28) that create a stack effect when exposed to sun
drawing air from a concrete labyrinth underground (Fig-

able, energy efficient environment for a world-class col-

ures 29 and 30) that acts as a heat sink during the day

lection of alpine plants, and takes inspiration from termite

and cools down at night. Addtionally a fan-like retractable

mounds that “draw air up from an underground chamber

awning (Figure 28) shades the plants from over heating

over a large radial earth fin so that air is cooled or heated as

during the summer.

required” (Wilkinson Eyre Architects, n.d.).

Renovation Of Cambridge Public Library (2009)
Location: Cambridge Massachusetts
Architect: William Rawn Associates
For a project not claiming to mimic nature, the double
skin facade addition to this historic building (Figure 31) may
be considered a step in the right direction as the building skin
responds dynamically, as common in nature, to various conditions throughout the year (Figure 32 - notations below).
According to William Rawn Associates website (Cambridge Public Library):

Figure 31. Night Shot of the South Facade Addition to the
Historic Cambridge Public Library
Source:

William Rawn Associates Website

Figure 33. Left, Lower Portion with Shading Cantilever;
Right, Horizontal Louvers Above
Source:
William Rawn Associates Website

Spring/ Fall air flow.
1. Upper and lower vents can be opened or closed to
modulate temperature of cavity.
2. Operable windows allow natural ventilation.
Summer air flow.
1. High angled sun is intercepted by horizontal louvers
(Figure 33), providing shade to building.
2. Cooler air is drawn into double skin cavity through
open lower vents.
3, 4. Air heats up and vents within cavity creating
chimney effect.
Winter air flow.
1. Closed louvers shield from low angled sun glare
into building.
2. Cooler top and bottom vents trap air inside double
skin cavity.
3. Air within cavity heats up, effectively creating thermal barrier between external and internal environments.
This mechanism is very similar to how termites open
and close the vents in their mounds to control temperature.

Figure 32. Typical Wall Sectoin Showing, Left, Spring/Fall Air Flow; Center, Summer Air Flow; Right, Winter Air Flow;
Source:

William Rawn Associates Website
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Figure 34. Site Context Map
Source:
The University of Memphis

Figure 36. Left, Looking East Towards Fogelman Building; Right, FedEx Institute of Technology
Source:
Author
Chapter 5.

Abstract - Concept

As is important in nature, site context offered important clues to what the building wanted to be.
Site Context
The proposed site for student housing is located on
the northwest corner of the campus, and flanks a major
Figure 37. Closeup of East View Below
Source:
Author

Richardson
Towers
for Demo

Patterson Street

Central Avenue

Fogelman
College of
Business &
Econ

onstration project touting the University’s interest in sustainable development.

FedEx Inst
of Tech

Located at the edge of campus, the only impressive
views (Figure 35) are to the east across Patterson Street

Psychology
Building

Norriswood

(Figures 36 and 37), and to the southeast with a general view

Panhellenic

Figure 35. Views from the Proposed Site
Source:
Author
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Compared to other housing sites on campus (Figure 34), this
is, by far, the most visible, and is very well suited for a dem-

PROPOSED SITE

Serenity Senior Living

gateway into the campus at Patterson and Central Avenue.

Figure 38. SE View of the Campus
Source:
Author

of the campus (Figure 38) dotted by lofty towers for orientation such as the Clock Tower and the Wilder Tower.

Site Analysis
Central Avenue

Analyzing pedestrian and vehicular relationship

Central Avenue

Richardson
Towers
for Demo

Fogelman
College of
Business &
Econ

FedEx Inst
of Tech

PROPOSED SITE

Avenue, which is a major arterial with heavy vehicular trafFogelman
College of
Business &
Econ

fic. Norriswood and Patterson streets currently encounter
pedestrian traffic and are suitable for urban treatment with

FedEx Inst
of Tech

reduced setback. Pedestrian activity converges on the south

PROPOSED SITE

Psychology
Building

Norriswood
Serenity Senior Living

Psychology
Building

Norriswood
Serenity Senior Living

Panhellenic

Figure 39. Circulation Map Showing Pedestrian Movement
(in green) and Vehicuar Movement (in red)
Source:

Patterson Street

Richardson
Towers
for Demo

Patterson Street

(Figure 39) reveals a need for deeper setback on Central

side of the FedEx Institute of Technology, making it suitable
for a plaza than its current use of a parking lot.

Panhellenic

Spatial relation (Figure 40) with neighboring buildings

Figure 40. Spatial Relationship Map
Source:
Author

show potential for a prominent gateway to the Campus at

Author

Central and Patterson. The asymmetric relationship along
the axis on Norriswood demands to be addressed.
Sun path diagram shows that sun will be on the north
of east-west axis early in the day and late in the afternoon
during summer time (particularly before 9:30am and after
Central Avenue

Central Avenue

4:30 pm on Summer Solstice). During that time, sun is also

Patterson Street

June 21st

Patterson Street

going to be at a low altitude (below 45 deg. azimuth) sugFogelman
College of
Business &
Economics
FedEx Institute
of Technolgy

gesting vertical louvers in the NE/ NW will be most effective

Fogelman
College of
Business &
Economics

in shielding summer sun. At noon on Winter Solstice, the sun

FedEx Institute
of Technolgy

is a little over 30 deg. azimuth, while it is at a little over 75

December 21st
Psychology
Building

Norriswood
Senior Living

Panhellenic

Figure 41. Sun Path Diagram
Source:
http://www.gaisma.com/en/location/memphistennessee.html

Psychology
Building

Norriswood
Senior Living

Panhellenic

Figure 42. Wind Rose Diagram
Source:
US Environmental Protection Agency

deg azimuth at the same time on Summer Solstice suggesting horizontal louvers facing S or SE/ SW will be effective in
sheilding summer sun, while allowing winter sun.
Wind direction during summer is predominantly SSW
and NNE, with the SSW carrying heavier winds frequently.
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Unilateral

Bilateral

Bioclimatic Design
As with places on the edge of a climate classification,
(Figure 43), Memphis, TN is characterized by both Hot and
Humid as well as Temperate climate. Areas in temperate cli-

Memphis, TN

mate may have hot summers as in Hot and Humid climates,
but also have a relatively Cold Winter.
Figure 43. Climate Map of the USA
Source:
Design with Climate

Figure 44. Key for Building Types (used in Figure 45)
Source:
Design with Climate

Buildings in such a climate have to be “robust” to cope
with conflicting conditions, and materials have to be flexible

Yearly Total Radiation for Overheated
and Underheated Periods

Unilateral Buildings
(see Figure 44)

Bilateral Buildings
(see Figure 44)

to provide for an ideal environment all year round (Behling et
al., 1996 p. 53).
Based on the total amount of radiation received in the

Cool Region
(Minneapolis, MN)

overheated and underheated periods of the year, the building orientation chart (Figure 45) recommends optimum oriOptimum

entations for buildings in various climates. For a temperate
region as well as hot-humid regon, the chart recommends an

Temperate Region
(New York Area)

elongated unilateral building (Figure 44) oriented to the south

Underheated Period

Overheated period

Hot-Arid Region
(Phoenix,AZ)

ed
ad
Sh ide
S

Optimum

as the most optimum building orientation. For most areas in
hot-humid region, an east-west orientation is prohibited as
the main criteria is to avoid the hot summer sun. However, in
temperate areas such as Memphis, where heating in winter

Optimum

time is as much of an issue, an east-west orientation is allowed for bilateral buildings (Figure 44) to secure equalized

Hot-Humid Region
(Miami, FL)

distribution of heat, provided the west side is protected from
summer radiation (Olgyay, 1963, p. 61).
Optimum

Figure 45. Optimum Building Orientation Chart
Source:
Design with Climate
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Siting Strategies
Scope. As recommended by the Campus Planning
Department, undergraduate housing requiring larger number
of units will go in towering buildings as single or double bed
room units, while graduate housing will be provided in apartment-style 6-bedroom suites with shared facilities. To narrow
the focus of the study, graduate housing was left out of the
study. The logic behind selection of undergraduate housing
component as focus of the thesis is that there is potentially
more savings in the larger project based on applying passive

Figure 46. Site Alternatives - Left, 180 Beds in Unilateral Buildings with South Orientation; Center, 240 Beds in
a Combination of Unilateral and Bilateral with Mixed Orientation; Right, 480 Beds Bilateral Buildings with EastWest Orientation

N

technologies informed by nature.
Background. In order to be compatible with surrounding campus buildings, an ideal solution would have a

Residential
Tower

Dynamic Skin

Ground Floor

Buffer for heat trap

Rooms

Ground Floor of non-residential services, and four stories of
residential units. With that in mind, various permutations and
combinations (Figure 46) revealed that an ideal southern
Floor 5
orientation of unilateral buildings will come at a cost of lesser
number of units or going higher with the stories.
Floor 4

Siting. With the aim to provide approximately 500
units in 4 floors of residential units, a bilateral form oriented
in east-west direction (Figure 46 - Right) was chosen that

Floor 3

yielded an estimated 480 units altogether. Inspired by nature,
a dynamic skin around the building is proposed to respond to

Floor 2

changing conditions (Figure 47). As common in nature, heat
trap and counter current mechanism will be used to retain
heat during winter time (Figure 48).

Figure 47. Dynamic Skin Around the Building

Figure 48. Heat Trap and Counter Current Mechanism
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Chapter 6.

Emulate - Design

Site
Figure 49 shows three Residential Towers
(with four residential levels each) tied together with a

Vehicular
Entrance

Central Avenue

Ground Floor of non-residential services. Roof Terrace
6

on top of the Ground Floor accessible to all three tow-

Trash Pickup

ers and connected to the central courtyard with genStairs

North Tower

erously landscaped pedestrian ramps and accessed
from Patterson Street through a landscaped stairway

Ramp

U
p

Future
Graduate Housing

form of an amphitheater that transcends 6 feet gradation from South to North.

Single Family Homes to the West, future graduate
housing (estimated to be a maximum of 3 stories) are
sited as a buffer for a smooth transition to 5-storied
undegraduate housing (excluding service level on the

South Tower

Ramp Up

To be compatible with surrounding adjacent

Roof
Terrace

Patterson Street

development is anchored by a central courtyard in the

East Tower

visually suggests lving in harmony with nature. The

Main
Pedestrian
Entrance

roof top that is set back from the edge to have visually
negligible effect from the street) that is, heightwise,
compatible to adjacent buildings on Patterson Street.

Norriswood Avenue

Vehicular
Entrance

Trash
Pickup

Figure 49. Site Plan

Site Plan
Single Family Housing

Future Graduate Housing

Proposed Undergraduate Housing

FedEx Institute of Technology
N

Figure
50. Site Elevation
Site
Elevation
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0

50’-0”

and east side that acts as an insulating layer in the

changing from south to north to make up for the 6 feet

winter and supplies passively cooled air during tem-

of grade change in site topography. However, the ceil-

perate weather.
Main pedestrian entrance to the develop-

level.This helps by providing greater height (18 feet) and

ment is located on the southeast corner appropri-

uninterrupted daylighting to the larger dining space to the

ately connecting to the rest of the campus, and

south, while designating smaller but cozy spaces (12 feet

potentially connecting to a future plaza in front of

high) for study clusters in the north.

FedEx Institute of Technology. The development
can also be entered from the northeast corner that

distinctive zones to accomodate the nonresidential com-

is relatively private in character to distinguish from

ponents of the program - a quiet study zone on the North,

the visitor center, which is a public destination.

an active dining and gaming zone in the South, both

Additionally, it is very open on the west side for

linked with a gallery overlooking the courtyard that pro-

residents of future graduate housing to access the

vides access to Residence Life offices and classrooms/

non-residential services located in the ground floor.

multipurpose room. These distinctive zones are also

Study Clusters

Multipurpose

Study Lounge

p

Ra

Up

m
p

provides access to basement parking. The ceiling of

phitheater. Additionally, three large office spaces are pro-

this ramp then becomes a pedestrian ramp linking

vided as incubators on the east side for potential startup

the courtyard to the roof terrace. Another vehicular

technology firms that will benefit from collaborating with

entrance on the north makes use of existing entry

FedEx Institure of Tecnology across the street.

to Visitor Center parking lot.

Office

Gallery
Office
Amphitheater/
Courtyard
Ramp
Down

A vehicular entrance ramp on the south

anchored by a central courtyard that doubles as an am-

Class
Rooms

U
p

Ground Floor layout is primariy divided into three

Ramp Down

Ramp Up
Game Lounge

Residence Life

ing level remains the same throughout the ground floor

Visitor Center
Parking

Trash Disposal

m

The ground floor is laid out with the floor levels

Also, proposed is a double skin facade on the south

Ra

Ground Floor

Office

Dining Hall

The core program spaces are serviced by vari-

The central courtyard is also connected to

able volume forced air system supplied via underfloor

the roof terrace by another ramp that wraps around

distribution system served by mechanical rooms in the

the amphitheater. The space below this ramp then

basement. The circulation and lounge areas, as well as

becomes another landscaped pedestrian ramp go-

balconies are passively cooled and heated (Figure 63).

ing down to access the basement parking.

Main
Entrance
Ramp
Down
Trash
Disposal

Figure 51. Ground Floor Plan

N
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Typical Residential Floor
There are three residential towers providing a total of
480 beds. The East Tower contains 20 single bed units per
Lounge

floor, while the North and South Tower contains 10 double
bed units each per floor.
The floor plan emulates street blocks with street space
anchored by atriums connecting between floors. The east

Green
Roof

Lounge

and west facade are splayed in the plan to maximize expo-

3

sure to southern sun in the winter, while still maintaining the
Atrium

bilateral configuration.

Terrace
Plaza

Residential floors are each served by a laundry closet
on one end that is also flanked by a lounge. Each floor is
connected to all other floors with one elevator and at least

Ramp Down

Lounge

Down

two staircases that all open out on the ground floor, thus,
also allowing to escape in case of fire. The East Tower has

Ra
mp

Amphitheater/
Courtyard

Lounge

an additional fire escape stairway that leads down to the

Terrace
Plaza

roof terrace next to a ramp that leads to central courtyard. In
addition, all towers can be accessed from the roof terrace at
second level from various points in the floor plan.
Green
Roof
Terrace
Plaza

Figure 52. Typical Floor Plan
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N

0
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Basement Parking
Richardson Towers currently has 300 spaces in surface parking. This proposal for replacement of Richardson
Towers assumes that there will be no surface parking on

Ramp Up
Electrical/ Mechanical

site. Instead, basement parking is proposed to replace the

Storage

lost parking of 300 spaces (for currently 1,000 beds) with 230
beds (for 750 beds including future graduate housing) maintaining the current ratio of 3 spaces per 10 beds.
The parking level also gives access to mechanical and
electrical rooms that serve the core spaces (excluding common areas) on Ground Floor.
This level is served with 5 stairs that also open out on

Electrical/
Mechanical

Pedestrian
Ramp Up to
Courtyard

the Ground Level. Additionally it pulls fresh air from two large

and one landscaped opening into the courtyard that also
serves as a pedestrian ramp. This pull of fresh air is created

Ramp Up

openings (vehicular entrances) in the North and the South,

by exhausting existing foul air through vertical chases conElectrical/
Mechanical

Keeping with the spirit of minimal waste that is very
common in the natural world, a digester is proposed on this
level directly below the Dining Hall to collect organic waste

Future
Digester

Electrical/
Mechanical

nected to solar chimneys on the roof top.

generated there and convert into fuel that can be used for
cooking and heating water.

Figure 53. Basement Parking Plan

N

0

32’-0”
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see Figure 55 for Skylight Detail

Floor 5
Floor 4

Lounge

Floor 3

Lounge

Floor 2
Thermal Exchange
Level Plenum

Office

Office

Office

Entrance Lobby

Parking
Parking

Figure 54. Left, Key Plan; Right, Section A

0
North South Section Looking East
The tall atriums and hallways on each of the typical

Figure 54 above shows the inclined basement making up for the grade difference of 6 feet between the north

external louvers that allow for diffused north light and winter

and south (see Section Key Plan in Figure 54). While the

sun, but will block summer sun based on the louver angles.

basement is inclined for smooth access by cars parked on
that level, the core spaces above (including the three office

for thermal exchange to supply cooled air during summer/

spaces on the east, Residence Life offices, and class rooms)

temperate weather, and acts as a return plenum in winter to

are at different levels based on their position along the grade

pull warm air from the atrium using openings under planters

difference, and are accessed by the gallery on the west side

on the second level.

and the sidewalk on east, both of which have a gradual slope

Horizontal concrete louvers on the south shade sum-

20

(Figures 77-79) behind and heat them up.

floors (Figure 54) are well lit by skylights (Figure 55) with

A three feet plenum above the ground floor provides

Figure 55. Skylight Detail

10’-0”

mer sun but allow winter sun to reach the transpired wall

of about 1:40.

Solar Chimney

Tube Collectors
Skylights Vacuum
Solar Collector

Floor 5
Floor 4
Floor 3
Ramp to
Terrace

Roof
Terrace

Floor 2
Thermal Exchange Level

Courtyard/
Amphitheater

Gallery

Residence Life

Parking

Office

Ground Floor Level
Underfloor HVAC Distribution
Basement Parking Level

Figure 56. Left, Key Plan; Right, Section B

0
East West Section Looking East
Figure 56 above shows how the courtyard Integrates
the three levels - parking, ground floor, and roof terrace.
It also shows that the thermal exchange level between
the ground floor and the second floor becomes room for a

Overall, it shows that the scale of what are called residential towers is reallly not overwhelming to the scale of the
street, but offer an interesting way to define various private
and public spaces next to the building.
Key to the thesis statement, the above figure shows

green roof with lawn and planting space, when not sand-

the various ways a skin with dynamic response can be ap-

wiched between floors.

plied to a building - such as the buffer outside of rooms,

It shows the underfloor distribution system serving to
heat and cool core spaces on ground floor.

10’-0”

double skin cavity wall at ground floor level on the east,
deep porch gallery on the west.

The figure above also shows a trellis on the second

Vacuum tube solar collectors will be placed next to

level to shade porch spaces as well openings into the ther-

skylights, on the roof, in the same alignment for maximum

mal exchange level.

exposure to sun. Figure 57 shows the view inside an atrium
capped by skylights.

Figure 57. View of the Atrium
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South
Figure 58. South Elevation

Aluminium Finish at
the Entrance

Elevation

0

Brick Facade on
Ground Floor

EastReference;
Elevation
Figure 59. Above, Material
Below, East Elevation
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External Wooden
Louvers on Floors 2-5

Concrete Louvers
on South Facade

16’-0”

Glazed Double Skin
with Internal Louvers

0

8’-0”

0

16’-0”

Elevation and Views
Figures 58-59 show elevations and materials.
Figure 60 shows the spirit of the proposed courtyard
that doubles as an amphitheater. It is a place for retreat and
relaxation with lots of shade and plants, surrounded by three
residential towers.
Figure 61 shows external wooden louvers over glass
wall of balconies that are horizontal or vertical with change in
orientation to block summer sun and allow winter sun.
Figure 62 shows view looking north from Patterson
and Norriswood. The wide entrance provides clues about the
interior. The view also shows the distinct nature of the office
on the east and dining hall on the south, and the important
role of rhythm of various elements in the composition. The
view on Patterson Street ends with a stairwell and a stairway

Figure 60. View of Courtyard - Top, Looking South; Bottom, Looking North

Figure 61. Exterior View of Rooms

working with Fogelman building across the street to “frame”
entry into the campus.

Figure 62. Streetscape View along Patterson
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Vacuum tube collectors capture solar energy to
use for energy needs of the building including
heating water to supply radiant pipes in winter.

Skylights

Solar chimneys exhaust hot air from the building
during warm weather to create negative pressure
that pulls cooler air from the thermal exchange
level through return ducts.

Mechanical

Each balcony is flanked by a supply duct and a
return duct on either side together creating the
effect of cross ventilation. Return ducts connected
to solar chimneys pull used air out of balconies,
while the supply ducts pull fresh air from thermal
exchange level to replace it.

Floor 5

Atrium
A

Thermal exchange level contains a plenum that
pulls outside air through gravel bed in summer,
and pulls in trapped hot air from atrium in winter.
The conditioned air is then pulled from the plenum
by supply ducts.

Supply Duct

Floor 4

Floor 3

Vehicle emissions are exhausted
using a vent pipe through a vertical
chase in the corridor, and is replaced by fresh air from outside.

C Gallery

Roof Terrace is a place for grass and plantings
that acts as an insulating layer for rooms below. They also provide cool air on the shaded
side of the buiilding.

Floor 2
Thermal Exchange Level
Residence Life

Balconies are shaded by external louvers in
summer and draw cool air from outside through
thermal exchange level. In winter, they double
as sun spaces to trap hot air in the building.
Hot air is generated by solar exposure and
radiant floor heating.

D
Office

B

Double skin cavity wall
forms an insulating layer
of trapped hot air in winter, and opens up in warm
weather to facilitate ventilation by drawing cool air
from outside.

Basement Parking

Figure 63. Detailed Section Showing Mechanical System Integration
Mechanical System Integration

0

10’-0”

include (A) heat trap/ buffer in balconies at residential levels

bed within concrete baffles on thermal exchange level be-

that double as sunspaces during wintertime, (B) double skin

tween first and second floor levels help with cooling of fresh

termite mound, the building will primarily employ five strate-

facade at ground floor level on the south and east, (C) deep

air drawn from outside during summer, and (E) transpired

gies to make the building envelope dynamic in order to deal

porch at ground floor level on the west that can be closed

wall on south facade of each of the residential towers helps

with changing conditions through the year. These strategies

during wintertime and heated with radiant flooring, (D) gravel

to preheat fresh air intake during wintertime (Figures 77-79).

Inspired by mechanisms on and near the surface of a
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Air Movement in Section

1. Solar chimneys
draw out air
2. Cool air is
drawn in from
shaded side

1

3. Double skin
facade

2

1

1

1

Sunny
Side

1. Solar chimneys
draw out air
2. Cool air is
drawn in from
shaded side

1

3. Natural cross
ventilation

2

1

1

1

Sunny
Side

1. Solar chimney
and trench Intake
closed
2. Solar collectors
supply hot water
to radiant floors

1

2

2

1

Sunny
Side

3
2

3. Tempered air
used to heat core
spaces

3
3

Figure 64. Air Movement in Summer

Figure 65. Air Movement in Fall/Spring

Figure 66. Air Movement in Winter

Air Movement at Thermal Exchange Level

1. Plenum provides
cool air to supply
ducts
2. Negative pressure
in plenum draws air
from the shaded side
3. Air passes through
gravel bed for cooling

1
Sunny
Side

2

3

Figure 67. Activity at Thermal Exchange Level
at Daytime in Summer/ Fall/ Spring

1. Air in plenum is
mechanically
exhausted at night for
a few hours

1
2

2. Negative pressure
in plenum draws air
thru gravel bed to
purge stored heat

Figure 68. Activity at Thermal Exchange Level
at Night in Summer/ Fall/ Spring

1. Hot air from “sun
spaces” collected
at roof level is drawn
down to the plenum
through atrium
and sent to supply
ducts to recirculate

1
2

2. Gravel bed and
trench intake is
closed during winter
to trap hot air

Figure 69. Activity at Thermal Exchange Level
in Winter
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Section Detail at Ramp on West Side
Ramps in this development are lively, landscaped

Terrace

spaces rather than the usual long winding strips of concrete.
The pedestrian ramp leading to the basement (Figure 70)
follows the slope defined by the ramp leading to terrace. The

Ramp Leading to Terrace

resulting symphony creates a dynamic relationship between
the ramp and the terrace as well as hallway/gallery on the
ground floor Level. Also, notice the interesting relationship
Hallway
Ped. ramp Leading to Basement

Basement
asement
Parking

between the basement ramp and the hallway. Figure 70 also
shows how toxic emissions from cars are exhausted out via
Exhaust

vent pipes through vertiical chase creating a negative pressure that pulls fresh air from the courtyard as well as the two
vehicular entrances on the northeast and the south.

Figure 70. Left, Key Plan; Right, Detailed Section A at Ramp

Section A -onNature
Ramps Looking onto Courtyard
West Side of East Tower

Section Detail at Main Entrance

0

4’-0”

Figure 71 shows how the plaza above the entrance
could possibly become a greeting room as well as a sign of
ownership by residents. The green roof is replaced with a

Terrace

paved plaza to make room for a “heightened” sense of arrival
below.

B
B

A
A

C
C

Entrance

ection
C - Detailed
Entrance
on BSEatcorner
Figure 71.
Section
Entrance 0
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4’-0”

0

4’-0”

A

Section Detail at Double Skin on East Side
Figure 72 shows a section on the east side of ground
floor that employs a double skin cavity wall to act as an insulating layer during winter, and opens up during summer to
circulate passively cooled air between the two layers.

Terrace

In winter, sun at low altitude passes through horizontal
louvers to heat the trapped air creating an insulating layer.
In summer, a damper opens in the trench to pull cool air
below while hot air rises to escape at the top. This creates
a cooler buffer. During temperate weather such as in the fall
and spring season, the air pulled from trench can be pulled in
to the office space by opening operable windows within the

Office

double skin.

Sidewalk
d

Basement
Parking

B

A

C

Figure 72. Detailed Section C Showing Double

ection
Skin B - Double Skin on Ground Floor

0

2’-0”
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Detail at Balcony/ Sun Space
Figures 73 and 74 show typical room and sun space
layouts in the north/south towers and east tower respectively.

Glass Wall

As seen in the detail, the former accomodates a double
External
Wooden
Louvers

bed unit, while the latter contains a single bed unit. The
sun space/balcony, however is similar in size for both towers and, as the name indicates, doubles as sun space in

Vertical
Horizontal

A

Supply
Vent
A

the winter time to trap warm air, but opens up at the solar
A

chimney during summer time to pull cool air from the thermal
exchange level.
Figure 75 shows a supply vent in elevation that is
connected to a vertical chase to pull air from the thermal
exchange level.

1.73.
North/South
Figure
North/ SouthTower
Tower
RoomRoom
/ Sun Space
Layout
Layout

0

4’-0”

Typical
“SunSun
Space”
Figure
75. Typical
Space
Section
Section A

2’-0”

0

Detail at Thermal Exchange Level
Air pulled at thermal exchange level (3 feet high)

reaching the plenum that connects to the supply duct.
When solar chimney on the roof top heats up and
A

exhausts hot air collected through return duct on one side of

Return Air
Chase

the balcony, a negative pressure is created in the balcony to
pull cool air from supply duct on the other side of the bal-

Supply Air
Chase

cony.

2. East
Room
Layout
Figure
74.Tower
East Tower
Room
/
Sun Space Layout
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0

4’-0”

ge Level Plenum

(Figure 76) to lengthen the travel of air to cool down before

Supply Duct
Gravel Bed

Thermal Exchan

passes through a gravel bed separated by concrete baffles

A

Supply Air Chase

Supply Air
Chase

4.
Thermal
Exchange
Level
Figure
76. Thermal
Exchange
Level
Typical
Detail
Typical Detail

0

4’-0”

Detail at South Facade of Residential Towers
Plan Detail at South Facade of each tower (Figure 77)
shows a “transpired” wall between the glass wall of the stairs
and the horizontal concrete louvers.
The horizontal concrete louvers provide shade on the
south facade during summer. In winter, it lets the low altitude
southern sun reach the “transpired” wall and heat it.
A “transpired” wall is a dark coated metal wall with tiny
perforations (Figure 78) that heats up the adjacent air and al-

“Transpired” Wall

lows it to rise in the plenum/space behind until the tempered

“Storefront”
Glass Wall
Horizontal Concrete Shading

air is pulled in by a mechanical vent at the top service level
(Figure 79). A transpired wall can raise the temperature of
adjacent air by as much as 40 deg F (National Renewable

Figure 77. South Facade
Plan Detail

Figure 78. Transpired Air Collector

0

4’-0”

Source:

http://svr225.stepx.com:3388/solar-energy

Energy Laboratory, 1998)
This is similar to the exchange of fresh air through
tiny pores at the surface of termite mounds, which helps the
trapped air in the mound from going stale. At the same time,
it is ensured that air going in is tempered compared to the
cold outside air.

Figure 79. Transpired Air Collector Section
Source:
http://solarwall.com/en/products/solarwall-airheating/how-it-works.php
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Chapter 7.

Conclusion

This thesis demonstrates the application and ad-

In this project, a simple double skin cavity wall is transformed
into balconies/sun spaces for residents, and gallery and

vancement of a number of proven building systems armed

lounges on the ground floor that also doubles as circulation.

with knowledge of time tested strategies found in nature to

Other features such as a green roof and the southern facade

deal with thermal regulation.

become integral parts of the development adding value by

Dynamic Response

modulating the surrounding experience. Together, they cre-

Inspired by the responsive nature of the surface of a
termite mound, the design offers a dynamic response to the

ate an aesthetic that reflects the various mechanisms in play.
As a result, the building envelope becomes a stage,

challenge of thermal regulation posed by the dichotomy of

where the movement of sun, shade and shadows on the

temperate climate. The five strategies that the building pri-

rhythmic arrangement of different materials and building

marily employs to create a breathing skin, similar to a termite

components performs a dance in harmony with the move-

mound, combine a spectrum of mechanisms currently avail-

ment of the residents that typically follow shade in summer

able in the building industry. They include the deep porch

and sun in winter (Figures 80 - 82).

Figure 81. Study Model - Aerial View

strategy seen in the vernacular architecture of hot and humid
climate, the external louvers of the 1970s, the doube skin
cavity wall common in European buildings, the transpired
wall used for passive heating in warehouses today, and the
labyrinth of gravel bed for passive cooling.
Human Habitation
These mechanisms, each a great invention by themselves have been available for some time. When used together comprehensively, they result in amazing responsive
architecture working similarly to termite mounds. To ensure
that these sustainable components are not sacrificed in a
project for short term capital savings, these elements need to
evolve into habitable spaces or something that adds value.
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Figure 80. Study Model - View from West

Figure 82. Study Model - View from South
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